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Abstract 

In this paper a new frictional time integration suitable for large slip multibody frictional contact problems is presented. The 
algorithm is introduced within the simple context of a model problem: the sliding motion of a particle onto a rough surface. Time 
integration of frictional traction is performed introducing a new slip path parametrization, which is defined independently of the 
local surface finite element parametrization used in the spatial triangularization. The key point of the algorithm is that now, in 
presence of large slips, problems associated with slip motions such that a full incremental slip path is not within a single surface 
element, are completely bypassed. Remarkably, the algorithm is defined on the sole basis of the unit outward normal field to the 
surface without any appeal to the underlying local surface finite element triangularization. Geometrically, the assumed slip path 
can be viewed as an approximation to the geodesic passing throughout the initial and final points of each incremental slip path. 
The algorithm is amenable to exact linearization and asymptotic quadratic rate of convergence can be achieved within a 
Newton-Raphson iterative solution scheme. The algorithm can easily be extended to large slip multi-body frictional contact 
problems, involving finite strains. 

1. Introduction. Motivation and goals 

Mathematically, the numerical analysis of frictional contact problems amounts to find the solution of 
an Initial Boundary Value Problem (IBVP) within a constrained solution space. Then a weak 
formulation of the IBVP leads to variational inequalities. Significant references on variational 
inequalities are the books of Duvaut and Lions [l] and Kikuchi and Oden [2]. A regularization of the 
frictional contact constraints, using penalty or augmented Lagrangian methods, allows to bypass the 
need to find a solution within a constrained solution space and provides a very convenient displacement- 
driven frictional contact formulation. The penalty method can be considered as the standard 
regularization procedure and it has been used by Oden and Pires [3], Cheng and Kikuchi [4], Hallquist 
et al. [5], Simo et al. [6], Curnier and Alart [7], Wriggers et al. [8], Belytschko and Neal [9], Laursen 
[lo], Laursen and Simo [11,12] and Agelet de Saracibar [13,14] among others. To avoid well-known 
problems inherent to the penalty method, such as penalty sensitivity and possible ill-conditioning of the 
system of equations, while retaining his advantages, the augmented Lagrangian method has been used 
as an alternative regularization procedure. Within the frictional contact problems context, the 
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augmented Lagrangian method has been used by Laursen [lo], Simo and Laursen [15], Laursen and 
Simo [11,16] and Laursen and Govindjee (171. 

A fully nonlinear kinematics formulation of frictionless contact problems, including the derivation of 
the algorithmic contact operators, was developed by Wriggers and Simo [18] for 2D linear surface 
elements and by Parish [19] for 3D linear surface elements. An extension to frictional contact problems 
for 2D linear surface elements was provided by Wriggers 1201. A general fully nonlinear kinematics 
formulation of multi-body frictional contact problems at finite strain, fully developed on a continuum 
setting for 2D and 30 problems, was first given by Laursen and Simo [12]. A further extension to 
incorporate a frictional wear model was given by Agelet de Saracibar [13]. 

Furthermore, a displacement-driven formulation of frictional contact problems, allows to widely 
exploit the framework developed for computational plasticity. See Simo and Hughes [21] and Simo [22] 
for an excellent presentation of current topics and last developments in computational plasticity. In 
particular, return mapping algorithms originally developed for plasticity can be applied to integrate the 
frictional traction. The lowest Backward-Difference (BD) method, the Backward-Euler (BE) method, 
has become in the last years, the standard algorithm for the frictional time integration of the regularized 
frictional constrained evolution problem. Frictional return mapping, using the BE algorithm, have been 
used by Wriggers [20], Giannakopoulos [23], Wriggers et al. [8], Laursen and Simo [12,16] and Agelet 
de Saracibar [13,14], among others. Recently, an Implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) method, the generalized 
Projected Mid-Point (PMP) algorithm was proposed, within the context of 52 plasticity, by Simo [22]. A 
frictional return mapping using the generalized PMP algorithm has been proposed by Agelet de 
Saracibar [13,14]. 

In the general fully nonlinear formulation of multi-body frictional contact problems, fully developed 
on a continuum setting and then discretized, given by Laursen and Simo [12], as well as in previous 
formulations developed on a discrete setting for particular cases, the frictional behavior is characterized 
by the local parametrization induced by the Finite Element (FE) triangularization of the contact 
surfaces. Within a FE context the isoparametric map arises naturally as the local parametrization to be 
used. Due to the local character of the parametrization, the frictional time integration becomes useless 
when the incremental slip path involves several surface elements, i.e. when it is not within the domain 
of the local parameterization of a single surface element of the finite element triangularization. 

These situations have been resolved by a projection of the slip path over an extrapolated surface of a 
single surface element, defined through an extended parametrization domain. This procedure allows to 
use a single local parametrization (within an extended domain) where a slip path belongs to different 
surface elements, each one described with a local parametrization. Such procedures, although usually 
not addressed in the literature, can be considered as a standard practice in several computer codes as 
DYNA or FEAP, for example. 

Some of the drawbacks of these projection procedures are the following: 
(i) The projected slip path amounts to find a projection lying outside the limits of the local 

parametrization domain. Note that, the orientation preserving map induced by the local parame- 
trization, is guaranteed to exist only within the underlying domain. Then, situations may arise in which 
the projection points are located in areas with negative or zero jacobian, leading to a useless algorithm. 

(ii) The slip amount is one of the main parameters for the characterization of wear phenomena in 
multi-body frictional wear contact problems. See, for example, Agelet de Saracibar [13] for a numerical 
model of multi-body frictional wear contact problems. Projection of slip path can lead to an important 
underevaluation of the slip amount, and hence, to an underevaluation of frictional traction, frictional 
dissipation and wear estimate. 

The above considerations have motivated the need to get a new frictional time integration algorithm 
suitable for large slip multi-body frictional contact problems. This new algorithm must be equipped with 
the following features: 

(i) Slip path projection-based procedures must be avoided, due to the drawbacks mentioned above. 
(ii) Use of local surface elements parametrization must be avoided. 

(iii) A new slip path parametrization suitable for large slips must be introduced. 
(iv) The new frictional time integration algorithm must be amenable to an exact linearization, to 

preserve quadratic asymptotic rate of convergence typical of a Newton-Raphson solution scheme. 
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With these considerations in mind, a new algorithm for the time integration of frictional traction is 
proposed. To introduce the main idea of the new algorithm it suffices to consider a simple model 
problem: the sliding motion of a particle onto a rough surface. 

The remaining of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with the set up of the model problem. 
Holonomic and nonholonomic constraints are introduced and the regularized problem is considered. 
Use of a product formula algorithm and an operator split motivates the subsequent numerical 
integration of the constrained evolution problem. In Section 3, the new frictional time integration 
algorithm, suitable for large slip multi-body frictional contact problems, is introduced within the 
simplest context of the model problem. Section 4 deals with representative numerical simulations and 
some concluding remarks are given in Section 5. The extension of the algorithm for a general fully 
nonlinear multi-body frictional contact problem is included in Appendix A and the exact linearization 
of the new frictional time integration algorithm is given in Appendix B. 

2. A model problem: sliding motion of a particle onto a surface. 

The main aspects involved in the new frictional time integration algorithm of the constrained 
frictional evolution problem, can conveniently be introduced within the framework of a simple model 
problem: the dynamic motion of a particle sliding onto a rigid rough surface. 

The kinematic of the sliding motion of a particle onto a rigid rough surface constitutes an example of 
motion of a particle subjected to holonomic and non-holonomic constraints. Kinematic holonomic 
constraints on the particle arises from the condition to lie onto the rigid surface. Non-holonomic 
constraints arises from the frictional conditions on the surface. 

The regularized problem leads to a very convenient displacement-driven formulation. Within the 
context of the product formula algorithm, an operator split of the regularized problem, motivates the 
following numerical integration of the constrained evolution equations. 

One of the key points of the new algorithm lies on the computation of the slip amount. Our goal here 
is to be able to compute the slip amount within a typical time interval, in terms of just the placement of 
the particle and the unit outward normal to the surface at the beginning and the end of the time 
interval. To avoid any reference to the local parameterization in the slip amount computation is crucial 
when large slips, implying traveling throughout several surface elements, are present. 

2.1. Description of the problem 

Let 2 s ndim s 3 be the space dimension and I := [0, T] C R, the time interval of interest. Let X be 
the reference placement of a particle B constrained to lie onto a rigid rough smooth surface r. Denote 
by VP: 9 x Z+Wdim the motion map of the particle 8, with material velocity V := d,4p. For each time 
t E I, the mapping t E Z * 9, : = +o@‘(*, t) represents a one-parameter family of configurations indexed by 
time t, which maps the reference placement of the particle 9 onto its current placement. The current 
placement of the particle at time t E Z will be denoted as x : = q(X) = q(X, t). 

Let r be an oriented smooth rigid surface defined as the set 

r : = {Y E LFPim : g,(Y) = O} 

with unit outward normal v ES* defined as 

(2-l) 

y(Y) := -%,(Y)/ IIVM7II (2.2) 

where S* : = {v E Wdim : [[VII = l} is the unit sphere. 
The dynamics of a particle sliding onto a rigid rough surface provides an example of motion of a 

particle subjected to holonomic and non-holonomic constraints. Fig. 1 shows the description of the 
model problem to be considered. 

(A) Hofonomic unilateral constraints. The holonomic unilateral constraints arises from the fact that 
the motion of the particle is constrained by the rigid surface. 
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Fig. 1. Description of the model problem: Sliding motion of a particle over a rough surface. 

(i) Zmpenetrability constraint. The presence of the rigid surface acting as an obstacle to the free 
motion of the particle induces an impenetrability constraint leading to an holonomic unilateral 
constraint on the admissible configurations of the particle. Without loss of generality, we will assume 
that the motion of the particle 9 with reference placement X at any time t E Z is constrained by the 
following holonomic unilateral condition 

&09(X, t)sO (2.3) 

(ii) Non-adhesion constraint. When the particle is on the surface, interacting tractions arises due to 
the impenetrability constraint and to the roughness of the surface. The reaction arising from the 
impenetrability constraint is always normal to the surface. On the other hand, the roughness of the 
surface induces a friction traction on the particle, always tangent to the surface and opposite to the 
sliding motion of the particle on the surface. 

Denoting by t(X, t) the reaction on the particle, we define the normal reaction value tN(X, t) as the 
projection of t(X, t) onto the unit outward normal to the surface V, and consider the following split into 
normal and tangent components: 

t(x, t) : = fN(X, t)v 0 +7(X, t) + P, r(x, t) (2.4) 

With the preceding definitions the unilateral non-adhesion constraint implies that the normal reaction 
value must be non-negative when the particle is on the surface and zero otherwise. Mathematically, this 
condition takes the form: 

tN(X, t) 2 0 if g,oqp(X, t) = 0 

tN(X, t) = 0 if g, 0 4p(X, t) < 0 
(2.5) 

(iii) Contact persistency condition. This condition requires that the rate of separation of the particle 
of the surface must be zero for positive contact normal traction. Mathematically, this persistency 
condition takes the form: 

&(X> t)Vg, o 9(X, t) . V(X, t) = 0 P-6) 

Using the definition of the unit outward normal given by (2.2), this persistency condition can be written 
as 

fN(X, t)v(x, t) * v 0 +3(X, t) = 0 (2.7) 

and states that the normal component of the velocity of the particle must be zero for non-zero (positive) 
contact normal traction. 

The above constraints set of impenetrability of the rigid obstacle, non-adherence to the surface and 
contact persistency, can be expressed in the form of Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions as 
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(2.8) 

(B) Non-holonomic frictional constraints. The frictional behavior due to the asperities of the rough 
surface, induces non-holonomic constraints on the admissible configurations of the particle. 

Consider the following split of the velocity V(X, t) of the particle sliding onto the surface: 

V(X, t) : = v&r, t)v 0 4p(X, t) + VT (2.9) 

where V,(X, t) is the projection of the velocity onto the unit outward normal, i.e. the rate of separation 
of the particle, and V, := P,V is the projection of the velocity onto the tangent plane to the surface. 

As it was shown above, the contact persistency condition leads to the requirement that the rate of 
separation of the particle of the surface must be zero for positive contact normal traction. Using (2.7) 
and (2.9) this condition leads to the constraint 

V,=O ift,(X,t)>O (2.10) 

and then 

V,:=P,V=V ift,(X,t)>O (2.11) 

The one-form associated to the slip velocity will be denoted as I$‘.. 
Let tr(X, t) be defined as minus the projection of the frictional contact traction onto the tangent 

plane, as 

fr(X, t) : = -P, t(x, t) (2.12) 

such that, using (2.4), the frictional contact traction on the particle can be written as 

t(x, t) : = fN(X, t)v 0 $0(X, t) - CT(X, t) (2.13) 

while the one-form associated to the frictional contact traction will be denoted as tb. 
With the above notation in hand, the non-holonomic frictional,constraints are introduced as follows: 
(i) Slip function. Admissible tractions space. We define a slip function CD : TVS2 X R, + R such that 

(tt, tN) E T,,S2 x IF!, are constrained to lie in the closed set of admissible tractions defined as 

IE, := {(tt, tN) E T,,S2 x R, : @(tt, tN) 6 0} (2.14) 

In particular, for the classical Coulomb friction law the admissible traction space is defined by the slip 
function: 

@(t$, tN) := Il$ll - Ilt* (2.15) 

where (I . (I denotes the norm of its argument and p is the Coulomb friction coefficient. 
(ii) Slip rule. The slip rule is defined as follows: 

Vi(X, t) : = 0 if @(t$, tN) -=l 0 

Vj(X, t) : = 3/p! if @(& tN) = 0 
(2.16) 

where J$ : = a c @(tb T, tN) and y E R, is the non-negative slip consistency factor. For the frictional 
Coulomb law z$ is the normalized one-form frictional traction defined as p$ : = t~l[[t~11. 

(iii) Slip consistency condition. The slip consistency condition states that the rate of change of the 
slip function must be zero for positive values of the slip consistency factor. Mathematically this 
condition is expressed as 

Y@@, tN) = 0 (2.17) 

The above constraints set leads to the following non-holonomic constraint 
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subjected to the following Kuhn-Tucker complementarity and consistency conditions 

(2.18) 

2.2. The regularized problem 

(2.19) 

The solution of the dynamics of a particle subjected to holonomic and non-holonomic constraints 
given by (2.8), (2.18) and (2.19) amounts to finding a solution within a constrained solution space. 
Different methods have been used to bypass this difficulty. Here, we will restrict to one of these 
methods, based on the regularization or penalization of the constraints. 

(A) Regularized hofonomic unilaterial constraints. The holonomic unilateral constraints from the 
impenetrability, non-adherence and contact persistency, are regularized introducing a normal penalty 
parameter eN and substituting the Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions given in (2.8) by the 
following constitutive-like equation for the normal reaction: 

1 h@, t> := &wdx, t)) 1 (2.20) 

where ( - ) is the Macauley bracket, representing the positive part of its operand. Expression (2.20) can 
be viewed as a Yosida regularization of the Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions given by (2.8), 
providing a constitutive-like equation for the normal reaction and leading to a convenient displacement- 
driven formulation. 

Comparison of (2.20) with (2.8) reveals that now a (hopefully small) violation of the constraints is 
allowed, and that the constraints will be exactly satisfied as l N * CQ. 

(B) Regularized non-holonomic frictional constraints. The regularization of the non-holonomic 
frictional constraints defined by (2.18) and (2.19) is defined introducing a tangential penalty parameter 
Ed playing the role of constitutive parameter in the slip velocity evolution equation. Then the 
regularized non-holonomic frictional constraints take the form: 

I I 

(2.21) 

subjected to the (non-regularized) Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions: 

@(t$, fN) s 0 
y>O El Y@(& fN) = 0 (2.22) 

~4@, tN) = 0 

Here, &rt$ is the Lie derivative of the frictional tangent traction along the flow induced by the slip 
velocity V,. 

Comparison of (2.21) with (2.18), reveals that the frictional constraints are exactly satisfied as 
eY + m, in which case the (plastic) slip rate y is equal to the norm of the slip velocity V,b. Otherwise, it is 
assumed that the slip velocity can be decomposed into an elastic or recoverable part and a plastic or 
irreversible part. Introduction of the Lie derivative in the regularized slip velocity, maintains frame 
indifference of the frictional evolution equations. 
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(C) Frictional operator split. As we have seen above, the regularization of the constrained frictional 
problem leads to the following constrained frictional evolution equations: 

(2.23) 

Within the context of the product formula algorithms, a frictional operator split of the constrained 
evolution problem can be introduced by means of a trial state, defined by freezing the irreversible 
(plastic) slip response, i.e. setting y = 0, as follows: 

Problem 1: Trial state Problem 2. Return mapping 

qTtp : = l ,vj! 

unconstrained 
(2.24) 

Problem 1 is defined by an unconstrained evolution equation for the frictional traction, with initial 
conditions the same initial conditions of the original problem. Solution of Problem 1 leads to the trial 
state. Problem 2 is defined by a constrained evolution equation for the frictional traction, with initial 
conditions given by the solution of Problem 1. 

Note, that problems associated to the choice of a local parametrization of the slip path, arise only in 
the trial state obtained as the solution of the Problem 1 induced by the operator split. To get the final 
state, obtained as the solution of Problem 2, a straight-forward return mapping algorithm can be 
applied. Then, the focus of the new frictional integration algorithm is placed on the solution of Problem 
1, the trial state. 

Problem 2 can be integrated using for example, a BD algorithm, i.e. the standard BE algorithm, or 
alternatively using an IRK algorithm such as the generalized PMP algorithm, proposed by Simo [22]. 
An application of the generalized PMP algorithm to frictional problems can be found in [13,14]. 

2.3. Slip path definition. Computation of slip amount 

Time integration of the unconstrained evolution equations of Problem 1 given by (2.24), arising from 
an operator split and a product formula algorithm, involves the computation of the slip amount of the 
sliding particle onto the rigid surface. The key point of the new frictional time integration algorithm lies 
on the way in which Problem 1 is integrated and the slip amount is computed. Our goal here is to be 
able to compute the slip amount within a typical time interval, in terms of just the current placement of 
the particle and the unit outward normal to the surface at the beginning and at the end of the time 
interval. To avoid to compute the slip amount in terms of a local surface parametrization is a crucial 
point, when large slips are present and eventually the initial and final points of the slip path belongs to 
different local parametrization domains. 

The main idea underlying the new frictional time integration algorithm is the following. The sliding 
velocity of the particle onto the rigid surface is integrated over a typical time interval, to get the 
incremental slip amount. This integration is performed by building an assumed slip path, carefully 
defined locally by the current placement of the particle and the unit outward normal to the surface at 
the beginning and at the end of the time step. Geometrically, this assumed slip path can be viewed as a 
second order approximation to the geodesic defined by these two points and their unit normals to the 
surface. Remarkably, the slip path is parametrized and the slip amount is computed without making any 
appeal to the underlying local surface parametrization, allowing large slip computations. 

Consider the time interval of interest Z = [0, T] discretized into a series of non-overlapping 
subintervals Z := U tzo [t,, t,+,]. Following a standard convention, we shall denote by either ( * ), or 
( * ), + 1 the algorithmic approximations at times t, and t, + 1 to the continuum (time dependent) variable 

(* L 
A step-by-step description of the slip path parametrization and the incremental slip amount 

computation within a typical subinterval [tn, t,, ,I, is as follows: 
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Step 1. Geometrical data. Consider given as initial conditions at time t,, the current placement of the 
particle on the surface Y,, : = 9(X, t,) and the unit outward normal vn : = Y 0 q(X, t,). Within the 
motion-driven framework, consider a prescribed motion of the particle from time t, to t, + 1, leading to 
its current placement on the surface denoted as Y,,+I : = y)(X, tn+l) and current unit outward normal 
denoted as vn+r := vo4p(X, tn+l). 

Step 2. Definition of the local orthonormal frames attached to Y, and Y,+, , induced by the slip 
path. The crucial point of the new time integration algorithm lies on the construction and parametriza- 
tion of the slip path as a second order approximation to the geodesic curve through the points Y,, and 
Y n+l of the surface. Attached to the points Y, and Y,+I and induced by the slip curve, we define the set 
of orthonormal frames defined by the basis vectors {v,,, G,,} and {v,,+, , tan+,}, with cr = 1,2. Here, 
v,,ES’ and v,,+, E S* are the unit outward normals to the surface at the points Y, and Y,+r , 
respectively, Gan E T,S2 and Gmf+, E T_ S2 for LY = 1,2 are unit tangent vectors to the surface at the 
points Y, and Y, + 1, respectively, and GI E T,S2 and G1 E Tv”+,S2 are defined in such a way that they 
are tangent to the slip curve at the points Y,, and Y,.In,‘kespectively. 

The definition of the local orthonormal frames (+, , t2 , v,) and ( iIn +, , lj2n+l, v, + 1) attached to the 
points Y,, and Y,+ 1, respectively, is as follows. Consider t”he Euclidean distance vector d between the 
points Y, and Y,,+l, with Euclidean distance norm d := ((d(( and unit vector m defined as 

d=Y,+, -Y, > d = II4 3 m = dld (2.25) 

Using the unit outward normals v, and v,+r and the unit vector m defined above, we construct two 
orthonormal frames as follows: 

A 
v, X m 

5, := ljvn x mll Y 

n n 
71” := 72, x vn 

n n+l xm 

72 n+,:= ll:,_,xmll 9 ~ln+,:=%“+,Xv”+l 

(2.26) 

A geometrical interpretation of the definition of the local orthonormal frames attached to the initial and 
final slip path points is shown in Fig. 2. 

Step 3. Slip path parametrization. Using the set of orthonormal frames defined above, we define the 
slip path as a second order approximation to the geodesic curve, via the map: 

6 E[-1, +W’(5) := @(C)Y, + 2co; @ ws, + X2(3)Yu+1 + 
d 

2cos o,,, a2w;,, + , 
n 

(2.27) 

Fig. 2. Definition of local orthonormal frames attached to initial and final incremental slip path points. Parametrization of 
incremental slip path. 
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where 

cosO,:=e, -m n 

cosOn+l:=+, .rn ?I+1 
(2.28) 

and Xe, ga’,, cy = 1,2 are the Hermite shape functions defined in the isoparametric domain [ - 1, l] as 

X’(i) = (2 + 5)(1- i)2i4 3 i%?‘(J) = (1 + S)(l - 5)2/4 

Y&J) = (2 - Q(l + 5)‘/4 ) k%‘(l) = -(l - s)(l+ 5)2/4 
(2.29) 

Step 4. Slip amount computation. The computation of the slip amount rslip is a follows. The tangent 
map to the curve defined by (2.27) takes the form: 

(2.30) 

where I%‘“(<) := dXA(C)ld& and V%?A(J) := dWA(g)ld[ for A = 1,2. 
Using the tangent map defined above, the slip curve length can be computed as the integral, over the 

parametrization domain, of the Euclidean norm of the tangent map, as 

r = slip 

I 
I, IIh(S)ll d5 (2.31) 

This integral can be numerically evaluated using a quadrature rule, leading to an expression of the 
form 

Ninr 
(2.32) 

where & E [ - 1, + l] are the positions of the integration points in the isoparametric domain [ - 1, + 11, W, 
are the integration weights and Nint is the number of integration points to be used in the quadrature 
rule. 

3. A new time integration algorithm for the non-holonomic frictional constrained evolution problem 

In this section we present a new frictional time-stepping algorithm for the time integration of the 
non-holonomic frictional constrained evolution problem. To focus on the main idea of the algorithm, it 
will be introduced within the context of the simple model problem described in Section 2. The 
algorithm is amenable to exact linearization, leading to an asymptotic quadratic rate of convergence 
when used within an iterative Newton-Raphson solution scheme. The algorithm is suitable for large slip 
multi-body frictional contact problems. 

As we have seen above, the new frictional time integration algorithm focussed on the solution of 
Problem 1, arising from the operator split (2.24), while Problem 2 can be integrated using a frictional 
return mapping algorithm. 

The main idea underlying the new integration algorithm is the following. The sliding velocity of the 
particle is integrated to get the slip amount. The procedure to define the slip path parametrization and 
the algorithm used to compute the slip amount has been shown in Section 2.3. As mentioned earlier, 
this is the key point of the new frictional time integration algorithm. On the other hand, the Lie 
derivative along the flow induced by the slip velocity, arising in Problem 1 in (2.24), is integrated by 
means of a shifter or orthogonal parallel transport, along the slip path, operator. 

Integration of the constrained evolution equations (2.24) in Problem 2, which takes place at a fixed 
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configuration, is performed by a straightforward application of a frictional return mapping algorithm. 
As this integration takes place at a fixed configuration, the local surface parametrization can be used. 

Consider the time interval of interest I = [0, T] discretized into a series of non-overlapping 
subintervals I : = U r==, [t,, tn+l]. Th e incremental solution to the frictional constrained evolution 
problem defined by (2.23), is obtained applying a time stepping algorithm to integrate the evolution 
equations within a typical time step [t,, tn+,] with given states variables, as initial conditions, at time t,. 

Following a standard convention, we shall denote by either ( - ), or (. ),+, the algorithmic 
approximations at times t, and t,, , to the continuum (time dependent) variable (. ),. 

A step-by-step description of the new frictional time integration algorithm is as follows: 
Step 1. Initial conditions at time t,: 

frictional traction t$ , 
Database. Consider given as initial conditions at time t,, the 

the placement of the particle on the surface Y,, := 4p(X, t,) and the unit outward 

normal v,, := YO(P($ t,). Within the motion-driven framework, consider a prescribed motion of the 
particle from time t,, to t, +1, leading to its current placement on the surface denoted as Y,,, := 
+D(X, t,, 1) and current unit outward normal denoted as v,+, : = v 0 p(X, t,,+,). 

Step 2. Definition of the local orthonormal frames attached to Y,, and Y,, 1, induced by the slip 
path. Using the unit outward normals v,, E S2 and v,,+ 1 ES’ and (2.25) we define the unit tangent 
vectors taia, E T,,,S’ and Ga,+, E TV,+, S2 given by (2.26). The unit outward normals together with the unit 
tangent vectors define two set of orthonormal basis (v,, +r,, G,,) ES* x T,S2 x T,,,S’ and 

(v,+17 %,+1’ ;z,+,)=z x T,+, S2 x Tua+,SZ, attached to the points Y, and Y,,+l, respectively. 
Step 3. Slip path parametrization and slip amount computation. Using the set of orthonormal basis 

defined above, we define a slip path via the map (2.27). The tangent map (2.30) is used to define the 
slip amount given by (2.31). Slip amount can be numerically computed, using a quadrature rule to 
integrate (2.31), leading to the expression (2.32). 

Step 4. Trial frictional traction. The trial frictional traction can be computed in a two-stages 
algorithm: 

(i) Parallel transport of the frictional traction t$ at time t,, along the slip path from Y, to Y,,, . 
(ii) Trial slip contribution, using a BE algorithm: 

This two-stages algorithm leads to the following expression 

(3.1) 

where I&, is the slip amount, A E SO(3) is the shifter or orthogonal parallel transport operator defined 
as 

II:=+ @I$ 
%+I a, ’ (Y=1,2 

where SO(3) is the special orthogonal group defined as 

(3.2) 

SO(3) := {A: R3--+ R3 IAT = A-’ and det[A] = +l} (3.3) 

Expression (3.1) represents the semi-discrete counterpart of the evolution problem given by the trial 
state in (2.24), where the shifter or parallel transport operator has been introduced to integrate the Lie 
derivative along the Row induced by the slip velocity and a Backward-Euler time stepping algorithm has 
been used to integrate the slip velocity. 

Step 5. Projection onto the Coulomb disk. Return mapping algorithm. The computed trial frictional 
traction on current configuration is projected onto the Coulomb disk via a return mapping algorithm. 
This projection, involves the computation of the trial slip function defined as 

@ ‘,‘:“: := \\t$yJ - ptNnt, (3.4) 

If !D;:; < 0 then the trial frictional traction satisfies the frictional constraints and the projection is just 

(3.5) 

otherwise, a projection of the trial values onto the Coulomb disk must be performed. For the simple 
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Table 1 
Frictional time integration algorithm 

1. initial conditions at time t,: Database. Given the history {t, b , Y,, v,,) for the (one form) frictional traction, Cartesian 
coordinates and unit outward normal (at the slave quadrafure pomts) and for prescribed (motion driven) values 
{Ym+,, %+,I 

2. Definition of local orthonormal frames attached to Y, and Y,,, , induced by the slip path. 
Set 

Y xm 
e :=-Pl---- 

2, 114 x 41 ’ 
;,,:==i2 xv 

” n 

7% * I 
:= II 

vo+l xm I I 

Vn+,xm,,’ ~l,+l:=T~,+,xv~+~ 

where 

d=Yq+,-Y,, d = lIdI 2 m=did 

3. Slip path parametrization and slip amount. 
(i) Slip path parametrization 

iE[-l.+lluy(i):=X’(I)Y,+~ ~‘(WI, 
n 

+ X’(UY,+, + 2cos$J 
nil 

~‘(W,,,, 

where 

coso,:=;, .rn, n COSO,+,:=iI,+,~m 

x’(r) = (2 + JZ)(l- 1)2/4, %?(dg = (l+ C)(l - <y/4 

‘Wl) = (2 - S)(l + U/4, %“‘({) = -(l- <)(1+ <y/4 

(ii) Tangent map 

iE[-l,+llHYT(I):=Oae’(5)Y.+~ VW%, 
n 

+ WoY”+, + 2cosd@ nil 
V~‘(W,,, + ] 

(iii) Slip amount 

%I 
r *lip = 2 wll~Tcs,,ll 

4. Trial state. 

(i) Trial frictional traction 

b”“’ 
tT”+, 

:=~.rb +p r”‘Pi 
=” * I”+1 

where 

(ii) Trial slip function 

@ yy; := llt$;+yII -/LtN”+, 

5. Frictional return mapping: Projection onto the Coulomb disk. 

(i) Return mapping 

I_ 
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classical Coulomb model, the return mapping algorithm leads to a direct computation of the frictional 
tangent traction given by 

(3.6) 

tna1 

where p$? “+I =ty/[[tq). 

A summary of the frictional time integration algorithm is shown in Table 1. 

REMARK 3.1. The whole algorithm has been introduced within the simple context of the model 
problem of a particle subjected to holonomic unilateral constraints, arising from the presence of a rigid 
obstacle, and to non-holonomic frictional constraints, arising from the frictional roughness behaviour at 
the surface. The extension of the algorithm to a finite deformation, large slip multi-body frictional 
contact framework is straightforward. Within this general framework, the computation of the trial 
frictional traction is performed at a fixed reference configuration. Once the trial frictional traction on 
reference configuration has been computed, one must perform its push-forward to the current 
configuration and then perform the projection onto the Coulomb disk via a return mapping algorithm 
on current configuration. 

REMARK 3.2. The algorithm depicted above is amenable to exact linearization leading to a consistent 
or algorithmic tangent operator. The linearization of the algorithm, within the general context of finite 
deformation, large slip multi-body frictional contact problems, is included in Appendix B. 

REMARK 3.3. The implementation of the new frictional time integration algorithm within an 
Augmented Lagrangian method is straightforward. In this case it would be necessary to build up a new 
slip path in each one of the nested iterations of the Lagrange multipliers augmentations. 

4. Numerical simulations 

The formulation presented in the preceding sections is illustrated below in a number of full 
three-dimensional numerical simulations. The goals are to show the performance of the new frictional 
contact time integration algorithm at large slips and finite deformations and to demonstrate the 
robustness of the overall finite element formulation in different numerical analyses. The calculations are 
performed with an enhanced version of the finite element program FEAP developed by R.L. Taylor 
and J.C. Simo and documented in [24]. 

(A) Forming of an oil pun. This example is taken from Laursen and Simo [12] and provides an 
illustration of an industrial application of the preceding theory. An initially flat elastoplastic metal sheet 
is formed into a pan, by forcing it to conform to the shape of a rigid punch pressed against it. The sheet 
is considered to be clamped at the edges to a fixed rigid die. A J,-model of multiplicative plasticity is 
assumed, with material properties E = 70 GPa, v = 0.3, u,, = 140 MPa and isotropic hardening with 
hardening modulus H = 100 MPa. A Coulomb friction model for the contact interface between the rigid 
tools and the sheet is assumed with a friction coefficient of 0.25. The sheet initially measured 600 mm 
long, 560 mm wide and 5 mm thick. The punch consist of a lower flat region with an inclined section 
leading to it. The forming process was continued until the lower region had been moved through a 
distance of 100 mm. 

For symmetry reasons only half the geometry was modeled, with 800 continuum elements being 
utilized for the discretization of the sheet. A mixed Ql/PO finite element formulation at finite strain, 
with piece-wise constant interpolations for both pressure and volume along with a bilinear interpolation 
for the displacement field has been used. See, for example, Simo [22] (Section 45), for a description of 
the method. The penalty parameters for contact and friction have been taken as q., = &r = 10” and the 
new frictional time integration algorithm has been used in the simulation. The loading was achieved in 
100 load steps, through displacement control of the punch. The Newton-Raphson method, combined 
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Table 2 

Forming of an oil pan. Euclidean residual norm for four typical time steps 

Step 25 Step 50 Step 75 Step 100 

2.72291E + 04 

7.245028 + 04 

1.63322E + 04 

1.57428E + 03 

1.60151E + 02 

1.128OOE + 01 

4.32125E - 03 

6.46626E - 08 

2.99612E + 04 

7.95762E + 04 

1.87194E + 04 

2.38115E + 03 

1.59523E + 02 

2.08237E + 00 

2.50423E - 04 

6.48886E - 08 

3.31514E + 04 

6.04478E + 04 

8.44338E + 04 

6.172158 + 03 

1.22857E + 02 

2.29146E + 01 

5.38027E - 01 

2.12824E - 06 

3.09564E + 04 

5.94460E + 04 

3.50416E + 04 

2.21297E + 03 

5.76473E + 01 

1.50948E + 00 

1.34566E - 04 

1.38417E - 07 

with a line search optimization procedure, has been used to solve the nonlinear system of equations 
arising from the spatial and temporal discretization. 

The analysis was performed in a Silicon Graphics Power Challenge L Workstation and it was 
accomplished in 2 h 31 min CPU time. Table 2 summarizes the values of the Euclidean norm of the 
residual obtained for four typical time steps, corresponding to 25, 50, 75 and 100mm punch 
displacement, in an iterative solution procedure employing Newton’s method. The quadratic rate of 
convergence exhibited by the iteration is the result of an exact linearization of the problem, including 
frictional contact constraints, leading to an exact expression for the algorithmic tangent moduli. 

Fig. 3. Forming process of an oil pan. Initial configuration for the sheet and tools and deformed shapes at 25, 50, 75 and 100 mm 

punch displacement of the forming process. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Forming process of an oil pan. Contour of equivalent plastic strain at a punch displacement of 25 mm. (b) Forming 
process of an oil pan. Contour of equivalent plastic strain at a punch displacement of 50 mm. (c) Forming process of an oil pan. 
Contour of equivalent plastic strain at a punch displacement of 75 mm. (d j Forming process of an oil pan. Contour of equivalent 
plastic strain at the final punch displacement of 100 mm. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Forming process of an oil pan. Contour of yield ratio at a punch displacement of 25 mm. (b) Forming process of an oil 
pan. Contour of yield ratio at a punch displacement of 50 mm. (c) Forming process of an oil pan. Contour of yield ratio at a 
punch displacement of 75mm. (d) Forming process of an oil pan. Contour of yield ratio at the final punch displacement of 
100 mm. 
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Fig. 3 shows the initial configuration of the sheet and the tools, punch and die, along with the 
deformed shapes of the sheet at four different stages of the forming process, corresponding to punch 
displacements of 25, 50, 75 and 100 mm. Figs. 4 and 5 show, respectively, the contours of equivalent 
plastic strain and yield ratio at the same four different stages of the forming process. 

(B) Pinching of a pipe by nvo flexible plates. This example is taken from Laursen and Simo [ll] and 
is concerned with the pinching of an aluminium pipe by a pair of aluminium plates. The material 
properties for both the pipe and the two plates were taken as bulk modulus K = 74.4 GPa, shear 
modulus G = 28.5 GPa and yield stress aY = 485 MPa. No hardening effects were assumed. The pipe 
had an inner radius of 9 cm, an outer radius of 10 cm and a length of 40 cm. The plates were each one 
2 cm thick and measured 40 cm length by 15 cm wide. A Coulomb friction coefficient of p = 0.1 was 
assumed between the plates and the pipe. 

Due to symmetry only one-eighth of the geometry was modeled with 128 continuum elements being 
utilized for the discretization of the pipe and 15 continuum elements for the discretization of each of the 
plates. A mixed Ql/PO finite element formulation at finite strains, with piece-wise constant interpola- 
tions for both pressure and volume along with a bilinear interpolation for the displacement field, has 
been used. See, for example, Simo [22] (Section 45), for a description of the method. The penalty 
parameters for contact and friction have been taken as Ed = Ed = 10’“. The new frictional time 
integration algorithm has been used in the simulation. The loading was achieved in 100 load steps, 
through displacement control of the shorter edges of the plates. The Newton-Raphson method, 
combined with a line search optimization procedure, has been used to solve the nonlinear system of 
equations arising from the spatial and temporal discretization. 

The analysis was performed in a Silicon Graphics Challenge L Workstation and it was accomplished 
in 27 min CPU time. Table 3 shows the Euclidean norm of the residual at four typical time steps. 

This example demonstrates the capability of the proposed formulation to handle problems in which 
different finite deformable bodies are involved. Fig. 6 shows the geometry of the problem at the initial 
configuration along with the deformed shape at four different stages of the process. Figs. 7 and 8 show 
the contour of equivalent plastic strain and yield ratio, respectively, at these four stages of the pinching 
process. Fig. 9 shows the equivalent plastic strain contours at the final stage. Here, half the geometry is 

Fig. 6. Pinching of a pipe by two flexible plates. Initial configuration for the sheet and tools and deformed shapes at 25, 50, 75 
and 100 mm plate edges displacement. 
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Table 3 

Pinching of a pipe by two flexible plates. Euclidean residual norm for four typical time steps 

Step 25 Step 50 Step 75 Step 100 

8.11798E + 09 1.12212E + 10 1.02522E + 10 9.94982E + 09 

8.48452E + 07 4.69798E + 08 6.32628E + 08 3.16392E + 09 

2.06944E + 06 8.54720E + 07 6.33897E + 08 1.50084E + 09 

2.05370E + 04 1.42299E + 07 1.74784E + 07 5.68297E + 08 

5.81648E + 00 7.20342E + 04 2.33905E + 06 5.20430E + 07 

8.627OOE - 04 4.33376E + 00 6.22580E + 02 4.68104E + 06 

9.95670E - 04 8.67621E - 04 9.75066E + 04 

244372E + 00 

9.69764E - 04 

represented to better appreciate the final deformed shape of the pipe at the middle section as well as 
the distribution of the equivalent plastic strain at the middle inner part of the pipe. 

(C) Draw Bead Simulator. This example is concerned with the simulation of a draw bead in a deep 
drawing sheet metal forming process. An initially flat strip metal sheet will be drawn through a set of 

Ea. PL. 2nd. 
Mill - o.mE+ca 
Ma= 3.37Eo2 

4.342-62 

6.20502 

M. FL 6lN. 
Mill. O.ooE+oa 

M.PL.3-m. 
Mn. 1.06E43 
M&x I 3.36E-01 

Fig. 7. Pinching of a pipe by two flexible plates. Contour of equivalent plastic strain at a plate edges displacements of 25, 50, 75 

and 1OOmm. 
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Fig. 8. Pinching of a pipe by two flexible plates. Contour of yield ratio at a plate edges displacements of 25, 50, 75 and 100 mm. 

Fig. 9. Pinching of a pipe by two flexible plates. Contour of equivalent plastic strain at the final stage. Half the geometry is 
represented to appreciate the deformed shape at the middle section of the pipe and the distribution of equivalent plastic strain at 
the middle inner part of the pipe. 

rollers. The material properties for the strip were taken as bulk modulus K = 171.6 GPa, shear modulus 
G = 79.2 GPa and a hardening law given by the Swift equation 

uY = 536.0 (0.0033 + Ep)o.21 MPa 

The rollers were considered as rigid. The strip was 1 mm thick and measured 60 mm length by 2 mm 
wide. The rollers were 4 mm wide and radius of 5 and 2 mm. Relative to the left side of the strip, the 
center of the rollers were placed at 9, 20, 31, 34 and 44mm as it is indicated in Fig. 10. A Coulomb 
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Fig. 10. Draw Bead Simulator. Initial geometry of the strip and initial placement of the rollers 

Fig. 11. Draw Bead Simulator. Deformed shapes of the strip at four different stages of the process, corresponding to a 
displacement of the upper main roller of 3.175 and 6.350 mm during the first phase and to a prescribed displacement of 3.175 and 
6.350 mm of the left edge of the strip during the second phase, respectively. 

friction coefficient of p = 0.144 was assumed between the surfaces of the strip and the rollers. Plane 
strain conditions have been assumed and only a half part of each roller has been discretized. The 
loading process consist of two phases. In the first phase, the main upper roller (at the left) is moved 
downwards to a distance of 6.35 mm and the left edge of the strip is kept fixed. In the second phase, the 
rollers are kept fixed and the strip is pulled out from the left to a final distance of 6.35 mm. 

The geometry of the problem was modeled with 320 continuum elements being utilized for the 
discretization of the strip and 100 surface elements being used for the discretization of each of the 
rollers. A mixed Ql/PO finite element formulation at finite strains was used for the discretization of the 
strip. The penalty parameters for contact and friction were taken as q,, = 5. 101’ and er = 5 * 10”. The 
loading process was achieved in 200 load steps, 100 load steps in each of the phases of the process, 

Table 4 
Draw bead simulator. Euclidean residual norm for four typical time steps 

Step 50 Step 100 Step 150 Step 200 

5.2831OE + 02 
381569E + 02 
2.37672E + 01 
1.42762E + 01 
3.97753E + 00 
1.81214E - 01 
5.06938E - 04 
5.21445E - 09 
5.96470E - 10 

6.53489E + 02 
3.58552E + 02 
1.14570E + 02 
2.48702E + 01 
5.95389E + 00 
5.91212E - 01 
2.36497E - 03 
6.42952E - 08 
5.03292E - 10 

4.12709E + 04 
2.51557E + 02 
2.82030E + 01 
3.65624E + 00 
2.94132E - 01 
5.56107E - 02 
1.29838E - 05 
5.46098E - 10 

4.12687E + 04 
1.58693E + 02 
3.67684E + 01 
6.23131E + 00 
2.14350E - 01 
9.54870E - 03 
2.17244E - 07 
5.298368 - 10 
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through displacement control of the main roller atid the left edge of the strip. The Newton-Raphson 
method, combined with a line search optimization procedure, was used to solve the nonlinear system of 
equations arising from the spatial and temporal discretization. Convergence of the incremental iterative 
solution procedure was monitored by requiring a tolerance of 10-25 in the energy norm 
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Fig. 12. Draw Bead Simulator. Evolution of the horizontal reaction at the left edge of the strip and evolution of the horizontal 
displacement of the right edge of the strip. Time scale is such that t = 1 corresponds to the end of the first phase of the loading 
process, given by a vertical displacement of the upper main roller of 3.175 mm. 
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Fig. 13. Draw Bead Simulator. Distribution of the equivalent plastic strain in the strip at four different stages of the process, 
corresponding to a displacement of the upper main roller of 3.175 and 6.350mm during the first phase and to a prescribed 
displacement of 3.175 and 6.350 mm of the left edge of the strip during the second phase, respectively. 

The analysis was performed in a Silicon Graphics Power Challenge L Workstation and it was 
accomplished in 2 h 5 min CPU time. Table 4 shows the Euclidean norm of the residual at four typical 
time steps. 

Fig. 10 shows the initial geometry of the strip and the initial placement of the rollers. Fig. 11 shows 
the deformed shapes of the strip at four different stages of the process, corresponding to a displacement 
of 3.175 and 6.350 mm of the upper main roller during the first phase and to prescribed displacements 
of 3.175 and 6.350 mm of the left edge of the strip during the second phase, respectively. 

Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the horizontal reaction at the left edge of the strip and the evolution of 
the horizontal displacement of the right edge of the strip, during the loading process. Loading time is 
such that t = 1 corresponds to the end of the first phase, with a final vertical displacement of the upper 
main roller of 6.35 mm. 

Fig. 13 shows the distribution of the equivalent plastic strain in the strip at the same four selected 
stages of the process. A zoom of the central part of the strip with the distribution of equivalent plastic 
strain at the final stage is shown in Fig. 14. 

Fig. 14. Draw Bead Simulator. Zoom of the distribution of the equivalent plastic strain in the central part of the strip at the final 
stage of the process, corresponding to a displacement of the upper main roller of 6.350mm during the first phase and to a 
prescribed displacement of 6.350mm of the let? edge of the strip during the second phase. 
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5. Concluding remarks 

A new frictional time integration algorithm, suitable for large slip multi-body frictional contact 
problems at finite deformations has been presented. To introduce the algorithm it has been sufficient to 
consider a simple model problem: the sliding motion of a particle into a fixed surface. The main aspects 
of the algorithm can be introduced within the context of this model problem and the extension to a 
general large multi-body problem at finite deformations can be performed in a straightforward manner. 

The key point of the algorithm lies in the parametrization of the incremental assumed slip path as an 
approximation to a geodesic curve. Remarkably, this parametrization is defined, only in terms of the 
initial and final position of the particle and the unit normals to the surface at these points, without using 
the underlying local surface parametrization. This fact allows to deal with large slip situations in a trivial 
manner. 

The algorithm is amenable to exact linearization getting an asymptotic quadratic rate of convergence 
when used within a Newton-Raphson solution scheme. The performance of the algorithm has been 
shown in different representative numerical simulations. 
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Appendix A. A new frictional time integration algorithm for large slip multi-body frictional contact 
problems 

In this Appendix a new frictional time integration algorithm, within the framework of finite strains 
and large slips multi-body frictional contact problems, is introduced. 

(A) Notation. Let 26nndi, s 3 be the space dimension and I := [0, T] C R, the time interval of 
interest. Let the open sets a(‘) C lRfldim and fin(*) C Rndim with smooth boundaries an”’ and afln(‘) and 
closures d (1) := 0”’ ” an”’ and fii(*) : = an(*) lJ tjfi (*) 
bodies 53(l) and $!4(*), 

be the reference placement of two continuum 
with material particles labeled ‘X E 0”) and Y E a’*), respectively. 

material velocities V(” 
Denote by 4p(‘) : fi 1 X I+ [Wndim the orientation preserving deformation map of the body !?4@), with 

. . W 

mappingtEZHqcj’):= 
:= d,y,“’ and deformation gradients F(‘) := L$op(‘). For each time t E I, the 

+Q(~‘(. , t) represents a one-parameter family of configurations indexed by time t, 
which maps the reference placement of body !% @) onto its current placement y:i’ : 4pji)(B (i)) C Rndim. 

We will denote as the contact surface Z@) C dd” the part of the boundary of the body 3”) such that 
all material points where contact will occur at any time t E Z are included. The current placement of the 
contact surface Zci) is given by y(‘) : = tpii)(rci)). 

Attention will be focussed to material points on these surfaces denoted as X E r(l) and Y E Z(*). 
Current placement of these particles is given by 1c = q:“(X) E y(l) and y = q!“(Y) E yc2). 

Using a standard notation in contact mechanics we will assign to each pair of contact surfaces 
involved in the problem, the roles of slave and master surface. In particular, let r(l) be the slave surface 
and r (*) be the master s ur ace. Additionally, we will denote slave particles and muster particles to the f 
material points of the slave and master surfaces, respectively. With this notation in hand, we will 
require that any slave particle may not penetrate the master surface, at any time t E I. Although in the 
continuum setting the slave-master notation plays no role, in the discrete setting this choice becomes 
important. 

(B) Parametrization of contact surfaces. Let dci) C iR”dim-l be a parent domain for the contact 
surface of body 5% @). A parametrization of the contact surface for each body W (Q is introduced by a 
family of (orientation preserving) one-parameter mappings indexed by time, +F’ : d@) C 
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[Wndm-l + (W%i, such that rci) *- ._ +,Cl)(d(i)) and y(i) ._ . - +‘ji)(dci)). Using the mapping composition rule, 
it also follows that +Ili’ = 9:‘) 0 et): In what follows, it will be assumed that these parametrizations have 
the required smoothness conditions. Additionally, we will consider the case ndim = 3. Particularization 
for ndim = 2 is trivial after the three-dimensional case has been considered. 

Within the slave-master surface role focus will be placed on the parametrization of the master 
surface. Using the parametrization of the contact surfaces introduced above we consider a point 
&=(&(‘)EzQ (2) of the parent domain, such that 

Y := l&Q) ) Y := 1L1%) (A-1) 

Attached to each master particle Y E rc2) we introduce the convected surface basis E,(e) and e,(t), 
cz = 1,2 on the reference and current configurations, respectively, as 

&(5):=@:(s) 7 45) := +l,‘,‘<S> (A.2) 

where ( * ),, denotes partial derivative with respect to 5”. 
(C) Contact normal constraints. Let j$X, t) E -yc2) be the closest-p oint projection of the current 

position of the slave particle X onto the current placement of the master surface rc2), defined as 

Y(X, t) := arg ,rlt;l M”(X) - q~1~‘(Y)lI) (A-3) 

j(X 7 t) : = qd2’(?) f (A.4) 

and let gN(X, t) be the gap function defined for any slave particle X E r(l) and for any time t E I as 

&(X 2 t) := -[q(‘)(X) - pe”‘(Y(X I f 7 t))] . v (A.3 

where v: y (2)+S2 is the unit outward normal field to the current placement of the master surface 
particularized at the closest-point projection j(X, t) E yc2). 

Let P”‘(X, t) be the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and N”‘(X) the unit outward normal to the 
slave surface F(l) in the reference configuration. The nominal (Piola) frictional contact traction at 
X E r(l) is given as 

&‘)(X, t) = P”‘(X, t) -iv”‘(X) (A4 

and the contact nominal pressure tN(X, t) is defined as 

fN(X, t) := P(X, t) . v (A.7) 

With the preceding notation in hand, the contact normal constraints of impenetrability, non-adhesion 
and contact persistency can be written in Kuhn-Tucker form as 

t,aO, &.JsO, tNgN =’ 
t,g, = 0 if t, > 0 

(A-8) 

(D) Convected basis, metric and curvature tensors at the closest-point projection. Associated to the 
closest-point projection given by (A.3)-(A.4), for some point 5 : = (cl, t’) E dc2) of the parent domain 
we will have 

Y(X, t) := &y&x, t)) ) j(X, t) : = q#i2’( ax, t)) (A.9) 

Attached to the master particle y(X, t) E rt2) we define the convected surface basis on the reference 
and current configurations, respectively, as 

TC’(X, t) :=E,(&x, t)) ) T&K t) := e&$X, t)) (A. 10) 

Additionally, the unit outward normals vref E S2 and v E S2 at the master particle ?(X, t) on the 
reference and current configurations, respectively, can be defined as 
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(A.ll) 

The vectors T:’ E T,,,A2 and T, E T,,S’, cx = 1,2 span the tangent spaces T,,A2 and TVS2 to the S2 unit 
sphere at vref and V, respectively. Here, the tangent space to the S2 unit sphere at v E Sz is defined as 

TVS2 : = (6~ E R”dim : 6~. v = 0} (A. 12) 

The convected surface basis vectors rz’ and r,, (Y = 1,2, augmented with the unit outward normals vref 
and v, provides local spatial frames at the master particle Y(X, t) on the reference and current 
configurations, respectively. 

The convected surface basis vectors rC’ and T,, (Y = 1,2, induces a surface metric or first fundamental 
form on the reference and current configurations, defined respectively as 

MaP:=~rf.~Ff, map:=T;Tp (A. 13) 

Inverse surface metrics M@ and mnp are defined in the usual manner. Additionally, dual surface basis 
on the surface and current configurations are straightforward defined respectively as 

T;ef:=M Lip ref 
Tp , 7 a : = ,@T, 

The variation of the convected surface basis along the convected coordinates, 
normal, induces the second fundamental form or surface curvature defined, 
current configurations, as 

(A.14) 

together with the unit 
on the reference and 

K ~;:=~a,,(+‘ef, Kaa:=e,,p(&V (A.15) 

(E) Constrained frictional evolution problem. The relative slip velocity in the convected configura- 
tion is defined as 

uY’(X, t) : = f(X, t) (A. 16) 

The relative slip velocity in the current configuration uT is defined as the push-forward of the convected 
slip velocity and takes the form 

+(X, t) := F;“(gx, t)) * uFf(X, t) (A. 17) 

We define the nominal frictional tangent traction t,(X, t) as (minus) the projection of the nominal 
frictional contact traction t(‘)(X, t) onto the unit normal v, as 

tT(X, t) : = -$, t(‘)(X, t) = t;(x, t)T, (A. 18) 

With the preceding notation in hand the slip rule and frictional constraints can be written in 
Kuhn-Tucker form as 

u!(X, t) = YP$ (A.19) 

(A.20) 

where @(t#, tN) is the slip function defining the admissible nominal traction states, pt isthe gradient of 
the slip potential, usually defined as the slip function for constant pressure, y is the slip rate and ( * )b 
states for the one-form associated to the corresponding vector object. 

(F) Regularized problem. The penalty regularization of (A.8) and (A.19) defines the following 
regularized constrained frictional evolution problem. The regularized normal constraints are defined as 

fN(X~ t, := eN ( &(X, t)) (A.21) 
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where ( * ) is the Macauley bracket, representing the positive part of its operand. The regularized 
constrained frictional evolution equations are defined as 

r&K i) = Y& + $& (A.22) 

subjected to the following constraints 

@@$>fN)~O, rao, Y@@, &I = 0 

y&(t$,tN)=O if @(ti,t,)=O 
(A.23) 

where &t, is the Lie derivative of the frictional tangent traction along the flow induced by the relative 
slip velocity uT, defined as 

Z”$ : = iT,TcI (A.24) 

Within the context of the product formula algorithms, a frictional operator split of the constrained 
evolution problem can be introduced by means of a trial state, defined by freezing the irreversible 
(plastic) slip response, i.e. setting y = 0, as follows: 

Problem 1: Trial state Problem 2: Return mapping 

L?? t; := -E y a,$@@$, t,, a) 

{:::;::::j {&J,,G;, ~20, y@(&tN)=O} 
(A.25) 

(G) Frictional time integration algorithm. A step-by-step description of the new frictional time 
integration algorithm, suitable for large slips at finite deformations, is as follows: 

Step 1. Initial conditions: Database. Consi&/ given as initial conditions at time t,, the nominal 
frictional traction on reference configuration t$, , the isoparametric coordinates &,, of the closest-point 
projection at the last converged time step and the master element surface rz containing this point. 
Using the maps, ,/,r) : &(‘) c (Wndim-I+ rt2) c Rndim and +ji): &ci) c (W”dtm-‘+ yt2) C (W”dim introduced 

above, the reference and current placement of the closest-point projection at time t, can be written as 
r,, : = I,!I~‘( i,,) and Y;, : = $r)( &), respectively. 

Within the deformation-driven framework, consider a prescribed deformation leading at time fn+r to 
a prescribed value of the isoparametric coordinates of the current closest-point projection &+, onto the 
master element surface Ten+, containing this point. Reference and current placements of this point can 
be written as y,+l := I,!J~‘(&+,) and Y_+l := $~~I(&+l), respectively. 

Step 2. Definition of the local orthonormal frames at & and 5, + , on reference configuration. As it was 
shown in Section 2 we define two sets of local orthonormal frames at the initial & and final &,+1 points 
on reference configuration. We will denote the basis vectors defining the local frames as {v:‘, tref} and 

+::,“,‘,, +;r+, }, with (Y = 1,2. Here, v:’ ES2 and ~7:~ E S2 are the unit outward normals to the?naster 
surface elements rz and l-z+, at the points &, and 5, +, , respectively, on the reference configuration. 
The unit tangent vectors $;I’ E TyrefS2 and +;I:, E T+S2 are defined as it was shown in Section 2, in 
such a way that they are tangent to the assumed slip path. We would like to remark that restrictions of 
the type rz =rz+l or rz fIrz+I # 0 are not necessary to be considered in this framework. 

Step 3. Trial frictional traction on reference configuration. The trial frictional traction on reference 
configuration can be computed in a two-step algo$hm: 

(i) Parallel trun_sport of the frictional traction tt 
path from 5, to &+, 

on reference configuration at time t, , along the slip 
on reference configurition. 

(ii) Trial slip contribution, using a BE algorithm. 
This two-step algorithm leads to the following expression 

(A.26) 
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Table A.1 
Frictional time integration algorithm at finite deformations 

Initial conditions at time t,,: Database. Given {tr‘, &,, vr’} for the (one form) frictional traction, isoparametric 
coordinates and unit outward normal in reference”configuration (at the slave quadrature points) and for prescribed 
(motion driven) values { 8, + 1, v,, + ,} 

Set: 

r, := US’ 3 r,+, := clrb2)(Sntl) 

y. := ms,, 7 y,+, := ~~2lCS”,,, 

Definition of local orthonormal frames attached to Y,, and Y,+, induced by the slip path. 
Set 

d =Y,+, -7. , d = lid11 > m=dld 

Slip path parametrization and slip amount. 
(i) Slip path parametrization 

c E[-1, +l]++Y([):= X1(5)7” +$& %?( <y;‘, + X’(0K+, + 2cosd@ ~%x’,‘,, 
n ?I+, 

where 

cos0,:=6;lf.m, cosOn+,:=i;:‘+;m 

X’(S) = (2 + Jxl- <Y/4, %‘(tg = (1+ {)(l- &)*/4 

X’(l) = (2 - S)(l + &Y/4 3 kP(lg = -(l- ()(1-t 5)*/4 

(ii) Tangent map 

(iii) Slip amount 

&I 

I+ = c Wl~Tmll 

4. Trial state. 
(i) Trial frictional traction on reference configuration 

k” frill 
f&+1 

: = n . ff + l ‘yf+, 

where 

(ii) Push-forward to the current configuration 

(iii) Trial slip function 

5. Frictional return mapping: Projection onto the Coulomb disk. 
(i) Return mapping 
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where &, is the slip amount on the reference configuration computed as it was shown in Section 2 and 
x E SO(3) is the shifter or orthogonal parallel transport operator defined as 

(A.27) 

where SO(3) is the special orthogonal group defined as 

S0(3):={A:R”+lR’IA’=A-‘anddet[A]=+l} (A.28) 

Step 4. Push-forward to the current configuration. Once the (one-form) nominal frictional traction at 

5,+1 on reference configuration has been computed, we perform the push-forward to the current 
configuration, defined as 

f$;y; := &)($;::“a’) = (rI+r @7;f+1). q:“= ) (y = 1,2 (A.29) 

where ~z+r and rrflL,, (Y = 1, 2 are the reciprocal convective basis at & + 1 on current configuration and 
the natural convective basis at &+ 1 on reference configuration, respectively. 

Step 5. Projection onto the Coulomb disk. Return mapping algorithm. The computed trial frictional 
traction on current configuration is projected onto the Coulomb disk via a return mapping algorithm. 
This projection, involves the computation of the trial slip function defined as 

@J ;:; := Iltf;;;II-ptNn+, (A.30) 

If @;;; 6 0 then the trial frictional traction satisfies the frictional constraints and the projection is just 

t$ $;y: :=t 
fl+, (A.31) 

otherwise, a projection of the trial values onto the Coulomb disk must be done. For the simple classical 
Coulomb model, the return mapping algorithm leads to a direct computation of the frictional tangent 
traction given by 

where p$t”“’ = t b"'"' 
n+l 

I Ilt$- II. 
Step 6. Pull-?a% to “&ference configuration and store in database. Finally, the current 

frictional traction on reference configuration is obtained as the pull-back of the computed 
frictional traction, defined as 

ref en+, := v (‘)*($+,) = (7;:: @7,,+,)$+, ) Ly = 1,2 

The current frictional traction on reference configuration is stored in the database to be 
convergence was achieved, as initial condition for the next step. 

(A.32) 

(one-form) 
(one-form) 

(A.33) 

used, after 

A summary of the frictional time integration at finite deformations is shown in Table A.l. 

Appendix B. Linearization of the algorithm 

The frictional time integration algorithm described in Appendix A is amenable to exact linearization, 
allowing to compute the consistent or algorithmic tangent operator. 

Linearization is performed throughout a systematic and straightforward use of the directional 
derivative. As the computations are quite involved, here we will provide only the key expressions and 
we will focus on the linearization of the trial frictional traction, which is the main point of the new 
algorithm. 

The linearization of the new time-stepping algorithm is quite involved and requires a systematic use 
of the directional derivative. Here, we will focus on the linearization of the trial frictional traction 
one-form components t?’ 

an + I 
leading to the non-symmetric operator components 5&. 
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Taking the directional derivative of (A.31)-(A.32) the linearization of the new time-stepping 
algorithm described above takes the form: 

At 

4.+, = 

F:“,‘,= (stick) 

m 
p AtN,+~ P:;;, (slip) 

(I 

with 

AfN,+t := 'NH(gN, + ,) 'gNn + L 

Ag,” + , := -[AP(“~ - A@)hoJl~)(&+I)] * Y 

trial 
AtT,+, := Zap A$[,, 

,l 

03.1) 

(B.2a) 

where H(. ) is the Heaviside function, nf is defined as 

np - tria’ * - PTn+, P:lf"ylp 
c- 

(B-3) 

and A”’ are the components of the inverse matrix A-’ = [A@], where 

A,, = m,p + gNK,p (B.4) 

Here, the non-symmetric operator Zas arises from the linearization of the trial frictional traction given 
by (A.29) and takes the form: 

where the non-symmetric operator gap 

s, to Cl+, 

arises from the linearization of the parallel transport of ,yaf from 
and takes the form: 

The computation of the term rS:p, associated to the variation of the slip amount, is quite involved 
and a detailed description is included next. 

(A) Basic geometric objects and slip kinematics. Let y, E I’(*) and ?,,+I E r(*) be the reference 
placement of the closest-point projection of a typical slave particle X E r(l) onto the placements 

Ytl (2) : = vr)(r(*)) and rF?r : = v$!~ (T”‘) of the master surface rC2) at times t, and &+ 1, respectively. 
Eo$de_’ a local contact surf;;;, paratnr!if;tion such that Y, := IJ?~‘~‘(&) and Yncl :z 

cd r (5,,+,), where, in general, JIO* and +O will not coincide, i.e. the reference placements Y,, 
n+l will not lie, in general, on the same surface finite element and thus will be described using 

different local parametrization maps. 
With the above notation in hand consider the Euclidean distance vector in reference configuration 

d Ief, with Euclidean norm denoted as dref and unit vector nzref, defined as 

d ref ._ - 
.- Y,+I -y, , dref := I)drefll , mref := &ef/&ef (B-7) 

Following the steps described in Section?, we construct two sets of local orthonormal frames attached 
each one to the material points r, and Y,+l, respectively, as follows: 
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(B.8) 

Here, cr’ and_vr:,“,f, are the unit normal vectors to the reference placement of the master surface at the 
points Y,, and Y,+ 1, respectively. Using the convective basis {r:lf, rz’} and {r;zl,, r:t,} induced by 

the tangent maps D#~(” and D&“+‘(*) the unit normals at the points Y, and Yn+, take the form 

ref ._ 
vn .-(7 ::’ x T;:‘)qT;‘,’ x T;‘,‘jI 

V 
ref ._ 

n+l .-- by+, x ‘1’,‘+,)m;~+, x q+ll 
(B.9) 

(B) Assumed slip path and slip length computation. Using the local orthonormal frames defined 
above, one constructs an assumed slip path on the basis of the unit tangent vectors G, and 6, at the 

given initial and final points r,, and y,+l, respectively. The slip curve is defined through” the int%luction 
of Hermitian shape functions via the map: 

5 E [-1, +1]AQ) := X1(C)Yn + x’(s);,n + X2(5)Y,+, + 2 .,“,‘;f 
n+l 

WC%“+, 

(B.10) 

wherecos@,,:=&i *mTefandcosO,,+,:=G, . mref and the Hermite shape functions are given in (2.3). 
The slip curve &fined by (B.lO) can benviewed as an approximation to the geodesic curve through 

the points Y,, and Y,+ 1 of the master surface rC2jh. 
The tangent map to the curve defined by (B.lO) takes the form: 

(B.ll) 

where W”( 5) : = dXA( o/d5 and VgA({) := d%A(J)ld[ for A = 1,2. In order to simplify the 
notation in further developments we will introduce the following scalar definitions 

d 
ref 

p, := 
d ref 

n 2~33s 0, ’ ‘Tn+, := 2cos o,,, 
(B.12) 

Note that actually these definitions are such that Y,, = ]]rr( [ = -l)]] =: ]]Y,,]] and Y,,+, = I]&( [ = 

l>ll =: II~T”,,ll. 
Using the tangent map defined above, the slip curve length can be expressed as 

r - slip _ 

I 
;l Il~&>ll d5 (B.13) 

This integral can be numerically evaluated using a quadrature rule, leading to an expression of the form 

r s’rp = 2 FI$]]F,(&)]] (B.14) 
I=1 

where 5, E [ - 1, + l] are the positions of the integration points in the isoparametric domain [ - 1, + 11, W, 
are the integration weights and ZVi,, is the number of integration points to be used in the quadrature 
rule. 
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(C) Linearization of the kinematics. The linearization of the frictional time integration ‘algorithm 
presented in Appendix A requires the linearization of the local orthonormal frames introduced above. 

(i) Linearization of the (normalized) distance vector in reference configuration. The lineal’ization of 
the Euclidean distance vector dref, distance magnitude dref and normalized distance vector mref, can be 
written in terms of the variation of the isoparametric coordinates SF as 

Md’ef : = d,;’ SF” 

&fef : = d,:’ fjp 

&mref : = m,F’ SF 

where 

(B.15) 

d ref ._ ref 

)a *- rcr,+l 

d ref ._ 
,a ‘- mref. Tref 

a’n+1 

rn,:' : = -$ PmTc’[Ty-f+l] 

(B.16) 

Here, P ,,+[o] is the projection operator defined as 

B,rer[~]:=(l-m’ef~mm’ef)~[O] (B.17) 

(ii) Linearization of the local orthonormul frame attached to the point y,, . The linearized variation of 
the local orthonormal frame {&I,, +2 , vr’} attached to the point Y,, on reference configuration, takes 
the form 

n 

s+, n := ;, “,o( 8s 

Gz2, := 4+ SC (B.18) 

sv;’ : = $J;; SF 

where 

(B.19) 

Here, the projection operator Pi, [*I is defined as 
n 

P, [q:=(1-4*p2,)*[.] (B.20) 
n 

(iii) Linearization of the local orthonormul frame attached to the point y,+ 1. The linearized variation 
of the local orthonormal frame {G, ll+1’ G2 n+I’ v::“:,} attached to the point Y,+l on reference configura- 
tion, takes the form 

(B.21) 

where 
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. * 
71 n+t.a := 5n+,.a x Vn+l ref + ;* 

“+I 
x v:J, ~ 

1 

72 ??+I+ := II& : mref(( p;*“+ ,rc::,., x def + c:e:l x m:‘1 

ref 
v n+l.a := llT;:;+, : TyJI R;~~p&n+l) x qf+, + c’,‘,, x %a(E*+1)1 

Here, the projection operators P+zm + ,[*I and P,;J,[@] are defined as 
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(B.22) 

(B.23) 

(iv) Linearization of the slip length. The linearized variation of the slip curve length given by (B.14) 
takes the form: 

W slip : = q” @ (B.24) 

where 

slip ._ r., .- 
Here, r,,,( &) can be computed from (B. 11) and takes the form: 

~,,,G*) := v~2(5;)C~f+, + V~‘(~,)[YT,.,~I~ + Y,“%J 

+ v~2(5,)[r,,+,,u~l,+, + Y,n+,4n_,.J 

where 

ref 

%“,a := 2ct;@ 

d 
ref 

- 
n 2cos20, 

[cos @,L 

d 
ref 

d ref 

G n + I .a := 2 cos’~~+I - 2cos20,+, 
[cos @n+Il.e 

and 

[cos O,] ,u : = rn::’ . Gin + mref . +,,,, 

[cos On+l],a := rn’Ef . +,,, + , + mref. +,,+,,a 
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